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ABSTRACT

In Catherine Carmi er and Of Love and Dust, Ernest J. Gaines presents a world many
people have forgotten. Both of these novels, set on plantations in rural Louisiana, present
race relations during the 1960s and 1970s. Initially, the novels present stable, tranquil
African American communities where everyone is content with their status. The community
members have given up important internal qualities such as courage, self-worth, and
individualism, to maintain the community' s tenuous equilibrium. However, one community
member realizes one of the "taboo" qualities within himself and exhibits it freely. The
community is shaken to their core as they are confronted with changes in their world. The
people must decide whether they want to move with the changing world or remain in their
past world. This conflict between unknown change and the familiar constant exposes the
racism rooted in their world.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Ernest J. Gaines, one of the best known contemporary black writers, creates his own
world, reminiscent of the world in which he was raised. His novels are set in the 1960s and
1970s in Bayonne on a plantation in rural Louisiana. Gaines was born on a Southern whiteowned plantation in Oscar, Louisiana in 1933. His parents divorced early in his life, and
Gaines was primarily reared by his Aunt Augustine Jefferson. Though Aunt Augustine had
no legs, she provided a decent life for Gaines. She taught him lasting lessons about sacrifice
and hard work, and dignity and pride. Gaines said in an interview, "You can't write about
me without writing about my Aunt Augustine," for her influence is seen in the aunt figures
in his works (Gaudet and Wooten, 21). The aunt figures possess an inner strength bred by
living on the plantation.
Gaines also possesses this inner strength because he lived and labored on the
plantation fields for 50 cents a day until the age of 15 (Blake, 3). When Gaines was fifteen,
he left the plantation, moving to Vallejo, California to live with his mother and stepfather.
The world he encountered there was so far advanced and filled with opportunities for blacks
that I'm sure young Gaines was overwhelmed. However, his stepfather insured that he
would not go astray. Shortly after his arrival, Gaines' stepfather told him, "Standing on the
street comer will get you into trouble. You have two choices - the movies and the library"
(Blake, 8). Since he had no money for movies, Gaines went to the library. There he was
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introduced to books, and he cultivated his love for those texts concerning his homeland, the
South. Gaines has commented that the problem he found was that what he read did not
include the people he had known, particularly the blacks (Doyle, 77).
Gaines ' undergraduate studies at San Francisco State College and postgraduate
studies at Stanford in creative writing were the result of his determination to represent the
plantation world and the black community he knew. His novels and short stories filled the
void he saw in the African American literary canon. His plantation stories do not present a
person ' s escape from the horrors of slavery as Toni Morrison' s Beloved does. Rather,
Gaines presents a stable plantation world after slavery. The black community is a peaceful
one where everyone is content with his place in it. That is, until someone disrupts it,
threatening the equilibrium of their world.
The world of Ernest J. Gaines in Catherine Carmier and Of love and Dust is a most
extraordinary one. The characters are different, the setting is different, but the world is the
same. One indication of this sameness is the communal ties to the land seen in both novels.
At some point after the dismantling of slavery these people found a way to survive in the
world. They created their own, and each person gave something to the community to insure
its equilibrium. What they gave was a part of themselves, they relinquished personal ideas
of self-worth, individualism, and courage. What they received was something concrete to
base their existence upon - sharecropping.
The people's lives in Gaines ' world are firmly rooted in sharecropping. They are
trapped in their own world, a world that accepts no changes. However, it is not sharecropping
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that trapped them. The people have trapped themselves through their complacency in a
stable but an unyielding world. However, one of the community members in Catherine
Carmier and Of Love and Dust realizes the importance of one of the "taboo" ideas within
himself and exhibits it freely. The community is shaken to their core, as they are confronted
with changes in their world. The people must decide whether they want to accept the
changes or remain in their sterile world. This conflict between unknown change and the
familiar constant exposes the racism rooted in their plantation world.

CHAPTER II
CATHERINE CARMIER
In Catherine Cannier, Ernest J. Gaines' first novel, Jackson Bradley threatens the
equilibrium of the plantation world. Most of the characters in the novel have either seen
Jackson grow up in Bayonne or are his peers. They followed his life when he left their small,
black community to attend college and they eagerly awaited his return. Jackson was
expected to come back to Bayonne to teach. However, no one anticipated the changes
Jackson would bring back home with him. When Jackson returns to Bayonne, he returns
with a concept that the people in this world had long since relinquished. The Jackson
Bradley that arrives into town has realized his self-worth, and his actions display confidence
in himself. This confidence is what threatens the community. The people are forced to
confront an element of change in their unchanging world, and the ensuing conflict exposes
the racism rooted in their world.
Through Jackson Bradley, the reader becomes aware of the sterility of Bayonne.
Even as he returns to Bayonne, Jackson knows he cannot remain there permanently. He left
the community to receive an education in the North, and after ten years he became so
disillusioned with the differences he saw in the two places that he decided to leave. He was
unable to reconcile the ideas and concepts he was taught in Bayonne with those he learned
in the North, which made it clear to him that conditions there were better than the ones he
left behind. Jackson came back to Bayonne to decide where he was going in the world, both
physically and mentally.
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" He was not coming home. No, the South was not home, it
had not been home for a long time now. But he had chosen
the South because he knew people there, and because he had
to go somewhere and think for a while." (94-95)
Jackson chose to go back to the South because he had to see if what he had learned
there was right or what he learned in the North. He almost tells Mary Louise, the girlfriend
who waited for him to come back to her, why he cannot stay but knows she could not
understand even if he explains it. For Jackson, Mary Louise, like all the other people he
knows in Bayonne, cannot understand him because they have not experienced change.
Jackson believes they are like their world. "There have been some changes, and there
haven't been any ... some of the people have gone away, but the ones who are left are the
same as they ever were" (30-31). Furthermore, Jackson compares the world of Bayonne to
some trees in the front yard that "were and always will be [the same]" because their roots are
too firmly grounded (31 ). Bayonne is a sterile world where nothing changes, but Jackson' s
presence and the changes in him shake the community to their roots, exposing their
underlying of racism.
Jackson's acquired sense of self-worth threatens the tenuous equilibrium in the black
and white community. Jackson believes he is on the same level with all people, including
whites. Yet he is not " [one of] them things . . . them demonstrate people" as two Cajuns
feared (7). Rather, he is confident in his equality to the white man and does not have to
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prove it, especially in a community firmly ingrained in believing the white man is superior.
Jackson did not feel the need to speak to the Cajuns when he came in contact with them. In
fact, he not only had nothing to say to them, but he also felt no need to even look in their
direction. The white man was of no consequence to Jackson. He had heard that the Cajuns
talked about him, wondering ifhe were a freedom rider, and it made him feel an even greater
sense of importance. Jackson laughed at them thinking, "What would he try to integrate, the
stupid grocery store?" (174-175). The grocery store Jackson refers to is a segregated one.
The owner refused to sell beers to blacks inside the store: "Negroes could buy and drink
theirs [beers] in a small room on the side" (174).
Even though Jackson had come back to Bayonne, he was not going to succumb to
their old beliefs. One day after walking up the quarters, he met his friend Brother who
wanted to treat him to a beer. Jackson wanted the beer badly but refused to go to a sideroom
to have it. In fact, "Jackson had not gone to the sideroom since coming there" (174). To
show his defiance, Jackson purchased a Coke inside the store and drank it on the front porch
where the Cajuns were gathered. The entire time he was outside, their conversation ceased
and an uncomfortable silence prevailed.
Jackson's presence in Bayonne was definitely unsettling for the whites in the
community, but the blacks were also wary. Both ethnic groups were unsure of how he would
behave since he had gone North to get an education. The blacks believed the change in him
was due to conceitedness: "behind his back they called him Mr. Stuck-up" (175). Jackson
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knew all of this, yet it did not matter. The people in Bayonne had found a sliver of peace in
the trying times following slavery and never relinquished it, even to time and the possibility
of greater peace for them all. He never intended to reform their world, but he will not give
up his equality to make them at ease.
However, Jackson does cause the plantation world to confront change when he battles
with them for equality.

As stated previously, Jackson would not try to change the

community for their own sake, but when he falls in love with Catherine Carmier, again, he
makes them deal with the changes being in the North has made in him. He refuses to stop
his pursuance of Catherine as the people wish. Jackson knows their disapproval stems from
the variation in his and Catherine' s skin tone, an ideology he finds offensive. Jackson
believes he is as good as the next man - black or white - and courageously pursues Catherine.
As a result, the conflict between unknown change and the familiar constant rages in the
community, exposing the long history of racism among blacks.
Jackson and Catherine's love is a forbidden one due to the difference in their skin
color. Although it was never explicitly said, everyone in Bayonne knew that the lighter
complexioned blacks and the darker skinned blacks did not "mix" . Jackson was a darkskinned black, and "Catherine Carmier was Negro, but with extremely light skin. With her
thin lips and aquiline nose, with her high cheekbones, dark eyes, and dark hair, Catherine
could have easily passed as an Indian" (8). Subsequently, the unspoken rules of Bayonne
forbade Jackson and Catherine to share a close relationship. However, the black community
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of Bayonne does not hold initial responsibility for the stratification of their town. The
Carrniers initiated the isolation of the light complexioned blacks from their darker "brothers
and sisters".
The Carrniers did not always reside in Bayonne, but the day they arrived they let the
entire community know they were better than the darker complexioned blacks. The ideology
of"the lighter the brighter" and "no association with the darkies" was introduced to Bayonne
by Robert Carrnier, Catherine's grandfather. Robert did not want any ties to blacks, unless
they were Creole like him, and he has learned that the whites will not forge ties with him
because he is a colored man. Therefore, Robert has developed a close affinity to the land.
When asked what color he is, Robert would respond, "I'm a colored man, but I can farm as
well as the next one .. . and better than most" (8).
On the day Robert moved his wife, sister, and son Raoul (who is Catherine's father)
to Bayonne, he firmly establishes separatism in their community when he refuses to let any
of the people assist his family carry their belongings to their house after their wagon breaks.
A small crowd gathered under an oak tree and watched as the two men and two women made
repeated trips from the wagon to the house. From then on the town watched the Carmiers
from afar:
"It was soon learned in the quarters that the Carrniers had

little use for dark-skin people.

They went by without

speaking, and when you spoke to them they hardly nodded
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their heads. When they needed help with their crops, they
hired people their color." (12)
Although degrees of inequality among blacks before the Carrniers' arrival to Bayonne is not
presented in the novel, the assumption that it was present is logical. The community's easy
acceptance of the Carrniers ideology indicates that stratification was present. Hence, both
the Carrniers and the other community members of Bayonne are responsible for the racism
in their community.
Though the idea of separatism was instilled in Raoul, the same is not true for his wife
Della. When Della first arrives in Bayonne "she had a nice word to say to anyone who went
by the [Carrnier] house" (14). Della would stand outside and talk until the person finally said
they had to leave. Della did not feel that her light skin separated her from other blacks. She
believed that black was black, and they were all on the same level. However, one day she
stopped speaking to people in the community. Aunt Rose spoke to Della, and Della
pretended she did not hear her - "he [Raoul][had] got her jest like he want her" (15). Raoul
had finally taught his wife that each color should stay with their own. He caused her to
relinquish the sense of equality she felt all people possessed.
Nevertheless, Della did not truly believe the doctrine her husband subscribed to and
allowed Catherine to play with the dark-skinned boy she called her boyfriend. That dark
complexioned child was Jackson Bradley. Eventually Raoul found out what Della had
allowed, but not before Jackson' s Aunt Charlotte. Aunt Charlotte was not pleased, to say

the least, that Jackson would play at the Carmiers, and each time she discovered he was
there, she would spank him back home. Obviously, Jackson and Catherine' s young affection
for one another did not stand a chance for survival in Bayonne.
Jackson ' s return to Bayonne rekindled the spark he and Catherine shared, and
although he would not attempt to change the mind set of the black community for their own
sake, he would do it for his own purpose. Jackson pursues his love for Catherine for the
same reason he refuses to drink beer in the sideroom at the grocery store - he must be true
to the ideas he believes in. He believes in himself and his equality to all people. Jackson
cannot allow the community to dictate who he can and cannot forge relationships with,
especially if the basis for their decision is skin color. The attraction between Jackson and
Catherine is noticeable on their first meeting since his return to Bayonne. Catherine is
waiting at the bus depot to welcome her sister Lillian who arrives on the same bus as
Jackson. When Jackson and Catherine meet face to face they behave like two adolescents
having finally discovered they are attracted to the opposite sex.
"Neither of them said anything else, but they continued
looking at each other as though there was much more to talk
about between them. Then suddenly Jackson seemed to catch
himself; he smiled embarrassedly and looked away. " (18)
The magnetism between Jackson and Catherine is so strong that the two can only
utter trivial phrases, such as "how've you been," and "fine" (17). To do more than that is
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beyond them both when they first meet again. After a few awkward moments, however,
Jackson does gather enough courage to invite Catherine and Lillian to have a drink with him
and his friend Brother who welcomed him at the bus depot.

"There was a look of

apprehension on both Catherine and Lillian's faces" as Catherine politely rebuffed the
invitation, quickly reminding Jackson of the strict social system in Bayonne. To Jackson the
social system which says that light-skinned people, like the Carmiers, should not to mingle
with darker complexioned people is a racist one which strips away his sense of equality. He
had learned the system of interracial stratification many years ago, but his strong attraction
for Catherine caused him to vainly hope things had changed in Bayonne. However, they had
not, and Jackson abandons the idea of beginning a relationship with Catherine. Jackson has
come to Bayonne to decide what course his life will take, not to change their world. He tells
Brother, "I shouldn't get too close, huh" (19). Nevertheless, he cannot stop his feelings for
Catherine and ignoring them only heightens their intensity.
Just as a rebellious teenager fights to maintain his identity when those around him
are telling him how he should and should not behave, so does Jackson. He's tired of the
racial stratification constricting his identity. The rules of the plantation world state that he
and Catherine cannot be together due to the color differences in their skin, but the sense of
equality Jackson has acquired will not allow him to belittle himself for a community that
refuses to acknowledge changes. Jackson exhibits his rebelliousness toward Bayonne and
the confidence he possesses in his self-worth when he walks with Catherine, her son Nelson,
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and Lillian down the quarters. At first he was not going to walk with them, but he pondered
his reasons, realizing he had been restricting himself from any association with Catherine
because of the racism in Bayonne: " .. . they [Catherine and Lillian] would think he was
afraid of what people would say if they saw them together [if he did not walk with them]"
(121 ). Therefore, Jackson rebels openly against the community, for the people watched
"from doors, from windows, from their porches" as the group walked down the quarters.
The people stared at Jackson as if silently reprimanding him for breaking their sacred code
of racial separation, but Jackson did not care. He would no longer sacrifice his equality as
they had to maintain the town's equilibrium.
Jackson has realized his self-worth and all that it entails, and pursues a relationship
with Catherine. Jackson and Catherine recognize their love is genuine and share brief
moments with one another in remote hideaways.

However, this is not the type of

relationship Jackson craves. He lowers himself for Catherine's sake.
"Jackson [was] standing at the gate in front of the house ... She
drove by him slowly, without stopping ...He must have
understood why she did not stop, and he ran to the other side
of the car, opened the door as she slowed up, and jumped in."
(138)
Jackson lurks in the street waiting for Catherine to meet him in the cover of darkness. But,
what happens in the dark will be seen in the dawn, and soon many people realize that

..
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Catherine and Jackson are involved in a relationship. They do not blame Catherine though.
Jackson carries the burden of the community's disapproval because he is the person who has
changed. He came back to Bayonne " Mr. Stuck-up", thinking he is equal to everyone there.
The people in Bayonne do not see that Jackson's sense of equality is being suppressed by the
community's racism. They only see Jackson as an element of unknown change in their
familiar constant world disrupting the peace they have tried so hard to maintain. They even
blame Jackson for his Aunt Charlotte's failing health: "His Aunt sick there now, you know ...
and for that same reason-- him [Jackson] and her [Catherine]" (177). While the "talk"
bothers Jackson somewhat, he is relieved that he and Catherine's relationship is no longer a
secret. However, Catherine does not feel the same way.
Catherine's guilt over the turmoil she has caused in her community causes her to end
the relationship she and Jackson share. She repeatedly thinks to herself, "I feel like a bitch.
I feel like a selfish and unclean bitch" (145). She is not like Jackson, who feels no remorse
regarding his actions because he has been true to the ideas he believes in. A conversation
the two shared simply by staring into one another's eyes tells the difference between them
best:
" ... All right, nothing can come of our love, but we can like
each other, can't we? They can keep us apart, but they can't
stop us liking each other, can they? [her eyes said]. No, his
eyes said. No. But we must understand, mustn't we? her
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eyes said. His eyes did not answer. Mustn't we? her eyes
said. But he still did not answer." (125)
Jackson later pleads with Catherine to follow her heart and go North with him, but the
warped teachings of a racist society are too deeply instilled in her. The novel closes with-"He watched her go into the house. He stood there, hoping that Catherine would come back
outside. But she never did." (248)

CHAPTER III
OF LOVE AND DUST
Ernest J. Gaines creates his plantation world once again in his second novel Of Love
and Dust. Set during the 1960s on Marshall plantation in rural Louisiana (not far from Baton
Rouge), the people in this black community are forced to confront an element of change in
their unchanging world. Marcus Payne, a young man charged with killing another black man
and released into the plantation owner's custody, is that element of change. He is not like
the people in the community. He possesses a strong sense of pride in his individualism,
something they have long since abandoned in order to maintain the community' s
equilibrium. As a result, the conflict between change and familiarity exposes the racism in
the foundation of their world.
Since Of Love and Dust begins in medias res, the information proving that the
plantation world is one of little change is not vast. However, there is still credible evidence
for the classification of this world as sterile.

The first indication that this world is

unchanging is the communal ties to the land the people possess. By the time the sun is rising
behind the trees, all the people in the community were up, ready to tend the crops. Jim
Kelley, Marcus' supervisor who narrates the story, states, " The whole quarter was up now.
The people that didn't have to go in the field for Marshall Herbert were getting ready to go
out in their own little patches" (26). This statement does not immediately make one think
of an unchanging world, but when Jim later speaks about the division of land on the
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plantation, the concept of sharecropping that began after the emancipation of the slaves
quickly comes to mind:
"The plantation (or what was left of the plantation now) had
all its crop far back in the field. The front land was for the
sharecroppers. The Cajuns had the front-est and best land,
and the colored people (those who were still hanging on) had
the middle and worst land." (26)
This passage not only tells of the racism inherent in sharecropping, it also speaks
regarding the sterility of the world. Jim has already said that everyone in the quarters was
up and ready to tend their fields. He has described the division of the land as it was done
after the slaves were freed, but going further he says that the colored people there "were still
hanging on". Therefore, Jim, at least on some level, knows that the people in his world have
not changed - the world has not changed. Another indication of the lack of change in
Marshall plantation is the uniformity in which the people perform their routines. There is
an pattern for everything they do in their lives, and it never deviates. Jim always eats supper
after coming in from the field. He then takes a nap, and returns to the field for evening
picking. The two homosexuals in Jim' s picking crew are always together; if you see one you
will see the other. The elderly neighbors of Pauline always sit on the front porch at dusk.
But, even more stable than the individual person's routine is the one of the entire community.
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"The quarters has two house fairs every Saturday night. Mrs.
Laura Mae gives one up the quarter and Josie Henderson
gives one down the quarter. Mrs. Laura Mae ' s fair is quiet
and orderly. She doesn' t have any music, and only good
people-- usually Christians-- go there. Her food is better than
Josie' s food ... and she even gives you more for your money.
Still, most of the people go to Josie's fair because Josie ' s got
music.

Josie' s got another room for gambling, and still

another room with a bed for--well, you can guess for what"
(88).

This community and the people that constitute it are victims of habit. They are holding on
to the past because it is stable. The people on Marshall plantation have found patterns of
behavior that do not disturb the equilibrium of the community. However, in order to
accomplish this they have relinquished the individualism inherent in all people.
Individualism is the characteristic Marcus possesses which threatens the plantation
world's community. Marcus does not behave like the people on Marshall ' s Plantation. He
does not dress like the people on Marshall ' s Plantation, and he certainly does not believe in
the same social systems as the people on Marshall ' s Plantation. Marcus wore a white
sharkskin suit with matching shirt and tie to work in the field while the others wore khakis
and potato cloth shirts (16). Marcus is a city boy who has learned that you must look after
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yourself because none else will. This is the reason he ends up at Marshall Plantation: "I had
to kill him. If I didn't kill him, he was going to kill me, first," Marcus told Jim (78).
Furthermore, he says," ... I don't care for nobody but me. I been like that too long now to
go round changing" (225). Marcus does what Marcus wants to do, no matter what the
consequences will be.
Sidney Bonbon, the plantation overseer, trys to make Marcus conform to the mold
the of the other blacks in this plantation world, and devises a plan for revenge that shakes
the entire community to its core. Marcus decides to take Bonbon's black mistress Pauline
away from him. What Marcus does not realize, as everyone else in the quarters does, is that
Bonbon and Pauline are in love. All he understands is "he got two [wives]. .. A Black one
down the quarter and a white one up here [in the front of the quarters]" (56). He does not
understand the intricacies of their relationship. Bonbon was in love with Pauline:
" ... he fell in love with one of the black women. He couldn't
just take her like he was supposed to take her, like they had
given him permission to take her--no, he had to fall in love.
When the children came he loved them, too." (67)
Pauline did not love Bonbon initially, but after a few years she grew to love him. " She
couldn't help but fall in love with him. She knew he loved her more than he did his wife ... "
(66). All of the blacks knew that their relationship was about love and accepted it, but
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Marcus could not understand why. Hence, Marcus is confused when Pauline ignores his
advances toward her and lashes out:
" "What' s the matter with you?" He said [to Pauline]. "I been
working up there all night like a slave, like a dog-- and all on
' count of him. What's the matter with you?" "I'm telling
you," she said. "Let me pass." He hit her and knocked her
down ... "You white man bitch," he said ... "You bitch ... You
bloody whore" (98-99).
Since Pauline spurned Marcus ' advances, he then decided his target for revenge would be
Louise, Bonbon' s wife.
The relationship Marcus has with Louise is not viewed by the community in the same
light as the relationship between Bonbon and Pauline. The community accepted Bonbon' s
relationship with Pauline as part of the normal when living on a plantation. Bonbon is the
overseer and expected to have relations with black women. However, the reality of the
situation is that they are free. Their world does not have to be the plantation world of slavery
where that type of biracial relationship was accepted. Nevertheless, they are living in a
world trapped in a state of immobility, and Marcus ' relationship with Louise is taboo.
Both Marcus and Louise' s heart are set on revenge, and their eyes look toward
Bonbon, making them a dangerous couple. Louise knows of her husband' s affair with
Pauline just as the other blacks in the community do. She is ashamed and embarrassed by
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Bonbon's infidelity. She views his love for Pauline as an attack on her womanliness. Louise
thinks she is not woman enough for a man. So she devises a plan to show her husband that
she is an attractive and very wanted woman, as well as destroy his life as he knows it. She
wants to seduce a black man, then call it rape so Bonbon will have to kill the man.
Louise knows that Bonbon will not kill the man because he feels anything for her,
rather he will have to kill the man because if he does not, his nearby family will kill him.
As a result of Bonbon's actions Marshall Herbert, the plantation owner will fire him which
will end his relationship with Pauline. To make the plan become a success, Louise had to
build up her courage. Her maid Margaret said, " She probably stood before the looking glass
hours on hours ... twisting one way, then the other, looking at herself from different sides
wondering if anyone would come" (165). Finally, Louise felt attractive enough to make her
move. She began sitting on the front gallery, waiting for a black man to look at her. Louise
could have lied and hollered rape without actually having slept with a black man, but she did
not have that much faith in herself. She felt none would believe her unless she had proof "she had to have a mark on her flesh" (165). Louise hated her husband so much she wanted
to destroy his life, and she found her catalyst in Marcus. This relationship founded on
revenge could lead to nothing but destruction.
When Marcus began looking at Louise on the gallery, the entire community grew
frantic. Marcus had already proven himself to be an individual who refused to conform to
the wishes of others, but they still tried to stop him from forming a relationship with Louise.
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Especially Aunt Margaret, who says to Jim, "My hand. All they done all they life is
housework and clean baby mess ... Now, I'm old, they got to protect the world" (139). She
begs Jim to keep Marcus away from Louise, away from the house. Jim is also upset with the
turmoil Marcus' relationship with Louise causes in the community and wants to fight with
him but restrains himself. Instead Jim tells him, " When they come after you, Marcus, don't
come to me ... Don't come to me, because I won't hide you" (172). However, Marcus does
whatever he wants, and he wants Louise. His relationship with Louise threatens the entire
community because when Louise decides to scream rape Bonbon will not be the only one
out for black blood. His Cajun cousins will also come riding through the quarters. What the
people in the community did not realize was that Marcus and Louise had become like
Pauline and Bonbon. They fell in love with each other.
The love between Marcus and Louise is realized by everyone in the community when
the two plan to run away together. But, the people do not accept their love as they do the
interracial love between the overseer and the maid. The community can not accept the love
of a black man for a white woman. The people possess a negative attitude toward this
relationship because Marcus is black. Their community is ground on the racist premise that
the white man can do whatever he wishes and it is right, but if a black man tries the same,
he is wrong. To the community everything about Marcus is wrong, especially his decision
to love a white woman.
Aunt Margaret knows Marcus' "conceit" will not allow him to listen to reason, so she
works on Louise:" Ya' ll ain't going nowhere, Miss Louise ... Some people can't be happy
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together. . It's not made for them to be happy ... It's wrong" (242-243 ). She tries to convince
Louise that she should not leave with Marcus, but Louise has become as nonconformist as
Marcus. She continues to plan her escape, even placing soot on her face like makeup to pass
as black. She like Marcus is positive that they can escape to the North and live happily ever
after.
The fairy tale ending Marcus and Louise dream of does not materialize. In fact, the
real story of their failed escape is a nightmare. Marcus and Louise' s plans are discovered by
Bonbon who meets them at his house as they attempt to leave. Bonbon kills Marcus, and
Louise becomes insane after seeing her lover killed. Bonbon leaves the plantation the next
morning, and Pauline follows leaves shortly after. Jim also leaves the plantation a few days
after the tragic events on the request of the plantation owner, Marshall Herbert.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Both worlds in Gaines' Catherine Carmier and Of Love and Dust are confronted with
an element of change in their unchanging worlds. Through this conflict, the racism of the
worlds is shown. The worlds are sterile - void of change. The people have relinquished their
sense of courage, individualism, and self-worth to maintain the tenuous equilibrium long ago
established in their world. However, they must confront change and make decisions
regarding their lives, their world. Jackson and Marcus in Catherine Carmi er and Of Love
and Dust, respectively, represent the element of change in their world. Their actions exhibit
courage and pride in themselves as individuals, but they also shake the foundation of the

.

community.
Important attention must be paid to the manner in which Gaines presents this major
conflict in the novels. In both cases love, usually a unifier, is a catalyst in the conflict. The
love of the person who exhibits something foreign to the rest of the community causes
serious rifts in that community. Love has also been considered a notion which sees no faults,
but these novels say the opposite. In Catherine Carmi er and Of Love and Dust love reveals
the underlying racism the community is based on. In the end the communities must decide
to realize the sterility of their world and integrate changes or hold on to the tenuous
equilibrium they once had.
The outcome of the conflict in Catherine Carmier is clear. This world does not
change. They cannot find the courage to accept the changes Jackson brings to their world.

...
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Therefore, the people cannot change. The end of Catherine Cannier is final. The authors
lasts words are "she never did". Just as she never comes outside to meet Jackson, changing
the way she thinks, the community never changes also.
However, in Of Love and Dust the ending is somewhat ambiguous. Even though
Marcus died for his sense of individualism, and many others have left the community, his
actions touched so many lives that there is hope for change in this community. In the end
Jim respected the courage both Louise and Marcus exhibited. He no longer felt anger toward
Marcus for causing turmoil in the community. Jim only felt respect for his courage to stand
for what he believed in, even against an entire community. So, if Jim was changed by
Marcus, maybe the rest of the community will be changed also.
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